Student Ratings Comments – Library Fall 2017
Facility / Learning & Testing Center / Writing Center /General
ACCT201J01
ACCT201J01
ACCT201JD1
ACCT201JD1
ACCT222JD1
ANTH202KD1
ANTH205J01

ANTH324J01
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BA263-JD1
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BIOL111TD1
BIOL215J01
CHEM103K01
CHEM105J02

Keep up it up! You guys are doing a marvelous job!
I did not use the library for this class but did for my other classes and found the library
to be a wonderful place to study and receive help when needed.
Services were available to me and helpful.
I didn't access these services during the course of this class. But I have had to utilize
services in the past and will need to for future courses. The library services are
extremely valuable.
I wish the library would be open later on weekends.
the library is such a great resource! I just wish it was open later so I could study there
more.
The only thing we used the Library for was the Bear which was cool I learned a lot about
Osteology and the differences between Zoology from that skeleton. Aside from the
skeleton I used the Library for out of class study and printing of my assignments. It is
amazing just how far $5 can stretch.
I study best in the library!
Egan Library is the VERY BEST library...
The library helped me so much, I couldn't have passed this class with out it. It would be
nice if the Library had tablets to rent as this course required me to make several
videos...
The UAS Library has severed as an incredible resource. Very grateful for such a high
quality facility in which to study.
Hours were highly inconvenient at the Learning Center for a student who also has to
work full time.
I utilized the Learning Center for studying, and I sought out some additional resources
through interlibrary loan.
I didn't use the library resources for this course, but I spent a lot of time studying in the
library. It's a nice place to sit and read without getting distracted.
The testing center in Juneau had decent hours, but I would recommend during the
weeks of midterms nd finals to provide additional hours for testing.
The staff are really friendly and there are pencils, paper, staplers, scissors, glue sticks,
books, and advice whenever you need. It would be nice if the library could be open
later.
The library is always available and very accessible.
Tutor help was very useful

CIS235-JD1

The library was helpful when I needed to check out a laptop to continue working when
the campus was closed.
COMM237- Staff at the library were most helpful with any questions I had.
KD1
DESL131No one there or in the learning center was able to help me with my homework.
J01
ED593-J10 Adequate, friendly staff
ED638-JD1 I didn't need a lot of library access this semester but utilized the library services a lot
last summer and they were great!
EDSE482I didn't need to use any library services or resources for this class. I did however utilize
JD1
the library itself multiple times per week during the semester.
EDSE612We didn't use the library resources much for this particular class, but I did use it for my
JD1
research project.
ENGL362library was helpful
TD1
ENGL461Our Renku writing team used a library room to work on the group writing - very helpful
J01
GEOG350- I love the library!
J01
GEOL105Your library team is so helpful! I learned to use the scanner, find primary resources in
J01
Scientific journals, and had help finding a journal article that I would have otherwise
needed to pay in order to view.
HIST131Great staff and assistance from other students. Great location, convenient.
KD1
MATH055- Although I did not use it, I knew that tutoring was available if needed. If was a comfort
TD1
to know I'd always have help.
MATH105- the learning center was very helpful...
J02
MATH105- I never asked for help in the learning center, but I always borrow their textbook when I
J02
forget mine at home, but kudos to the tutors in the learning center! They're
approachable and they always always have someone they're teaching whenever I come
over!
MATH105- The learning center helped me the most.
J03
MATH105- I used the math learning center every day after math class and it helped me a great
J03
deal. I never missed a homework assignment.
MATH113- The library is easily accessible and has a lot of resources to offer to students.
KD1
MATH251- The learning center was a vital resource to help me pass this class. Without the help of
J01
the tutors I would not have done nearly as well in this course. Additionally having the
opportunity to take tests in the testing center instead of in class allowed me to take my
time on exams, feel less stressed and do higher quality work.
MATH251- Learning center was very crucial
J01
ODS243Not really need led except for study rooms
J01

PADM604JD1
PADM625JD2
PHYS103J02
PSY250KD1
PSY333KD1
SPAN101J01
STAT273KD1
WRTG090J01
WRTG090J01
WRTG090J01
WRTG090J01
WRTG090J01
WRTG110J01
WRTG111J04
WRTG111T01
WRTG111T01
WRTG111TD1
WRTG212J01

Alison at the writing center is super kind, approachable and helpful.
The UAS writing resources were fantastic! The learning center.
The UAS library is wonderful and the staff is very helpful.
Wait, there is a UAS library?!?! I was unaware of this.
the librarians in Ketchikan rock. They saved my life during this course. I couldn't have
survived it without all their wonderful help.
I will continue to use library's study rooms for personal sessions.
Got some tutoring at the learning center for the first time ever, and they were great.
Writing center was extremely helpful and well knowledgable about the course material.
Communication between E.Hayes and the tudors was excellent it seemed, as they knew
what students were working on before they are able to fire up any computers.
The only resources i use in the library is the Writing Center.
I never used any tools besides the writing center a few times for this course.
I do not have my own computer so having all the computers at the library is very helpful
for me especially since it is open later hours then the Writing Center.
Everyone working at the library are very helpful and nice!
Only used Writing center.
We have an excellent library staff.
It was a very helpful too for our essay, and I'm glad that I was able to be exposed to this
resource.
I hardly used the library resources
I have used the Library Resourses a lot, even for personal use.
writing Center is a good place for students.

Library Online Services
ALST300JD1
ANS101KD1
ANS320J01

I used internet research more than the library this time, although there are plenty of
resources at the library that I could have used. This was a distance course
I wish that Ebscohost allowed more quantities of printouts available!
It was great to have access to interlibrary loans.

ANTH202KD1
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BA490-JD1

BIOL111K01
BIOL111T01
BIOL111TD1
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ED380-KD1
ED380-KD1
ED619-JD1
ED626-JD1

ED644-JD1
EDRE674JD1

EDSE482JD1

I was often signed out as a security precaution, just irritating.
multiple librarians helped me on a few occasions.they were very kind and patient with
my questions & technology issues. they made suggestions, showed me some research
tools, helped me print, find books, and put a hold on a book for me.
For the final project and paper, I relied on the library for books related to my topic, as
well as online articles, mostly through JSTOR. Very helpful resources!
Every time I contacted them, they were very helpful and kind.
It was easy to use and easy to navigate
The little bit that I have used the library and Onesearch it has helped considerably.
It was hard to find out how to use the online services at first. I didn't like the search
until someone showed me how to do it right
I honestly forgot about the UAS library when doing my research. I will look into it for my
final project. I wish I knew how to navigate it better though. Maybe have a training
video or small course for the distance education students on UASOnline or Blackboard. I
always seem to pull up irrelevant or incomplete articles.
I think its great the library offers these resources and services. For this class, I did not
use any of the library resources.
I use this site regularly for all of my courses and find it is so important to my education.
I didn't master how to use the services...always seemed to go in circles, even when my
search terms seemed very concise...not sure what I might have done differently...I
ended up using my browser and had decent success acquiring information to apply to
assignments.
I was completely unaware that there is a UAS library and that the resources are
available to us. I have never heard of Ebscohost, ScienceDirect, JSTOR, etc. Please make
this information known to students on smaller campuses.
I used interlibrary loan and JSTOR and found them very useful.
I was glad to learn about JSTOR and found it useful for this and other classes.
I disliked how many of the articles I tried to search would show up in the library catalog,
but then the link would be dead, or you couldn't actually access it.
I need to take my laptop to the mac store over the winter break because I cannot access
the library article collections. The HelpDesk tried to help me but they are stumped.
Egan Library had some major issues when doing my theoretical framework and themes.
This made it difficult to get the research articles I needed in a timely manner, but was
fixed by the end of the course.
I used the library during the semester and it was very helpful.
The only frustration I had with library resources is when searching Full Text only, I still
kept receiving articles that were not full text. I tried modifying and changing elements,
but it always seemed to revert back to not always finding Full Text articles. This may
have been user error, but it still was frustrating.
I was able to locate good sources for every topic I searched for on the Egan Elibrary. The
only issue I encountered was that ebscohost gave me a lot of error messages when I
tried to access multiple articles and it timed out quickly, so I usually had to close it out
and restart my browser once during each session.

EDSE482JD1
ENVS375J01
HIST300J01
PADM604JD2
PADM610JD2
PADM610JD2
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WRTG111TD2
WRTG111TD2
WRTG111TD2

I used the library resources once for research, and imagine I will be using it more with
future courses.
using the technology and books in the library was very critical to my success.
Thank goodness for JSTOR.
Always has the sources I need, at least I think. Hard to tell because its the only database
I have access to query.
There is so much web information now that I did not use the UAS library except rarely,
although I am thankful it was there for me.
I've used the distance services provided by the library in previous semesters but not so
much this semester.
Being a distant student, I would not be able to complete my courses without use of the
online Egan library.
The library is an incredible resource, although the remote connection sometimes took
several tries to connect. When it works, it works very well.
I did not use any of the library services mentioned. I only used the online OneSearch.
This class taught me how to use the library resources such as PsychInfo, which made it
possible for me to complete assignments.
Used the online database. Very helpful for my research paper
Library services are always useful to me. During this course, I found that I did use the
library resources at times and came in handy, especially interlibrary loans.
The resources were available, but being an online student, I accessed most information
online or from my local library. The library chat feature was helpful.
The library resources were a bit confusing to use.
The library resouces services were very useful and at times neccessary. Grateful for its
availability
Please look into science direct and make sure people are able to download PDF's. I had
a bit of trouble with that site.

Library Instruction, Collections, and Education about Research Sources
AKL205-J01
ANS320J01
ANTH348J01
ANTH205J01
ANTH205J01
ART261TD1

I used language materials from the special section on the main floor of the library. Most
are also online but having a real book to hold and look through is better.
I would look for resources for my final assingments.
Please for the love of Anthropology let's get better social science resources. Please.
Research outside of provided/required course materials was not an element of the class
I need to look back at the text books and other readings for any materials I missed.
the sources the library offered helped me understand more in detail, by looking at
scholarly responses of Art student Majors.

ART261TD1
ART261TD1
BA151-J01
BIOL103TD1
BIOL111J02
BIOL111K01
BIOL427J01
CIS170-JD1

the library resources and staff rock.
research help
Keep up with the good work! You guys helped me a lot! Thank you very much!
I enjoyed the short videos by the librarian that explained where to find required
information for this class.
I didn't buy the book because I am cheap and instead checked it out from the library
once a week and read from it.
I used books from the library for reference about projects in class.

I couldn't use the library as a resource because they didn't have books of certain
species, they just had but about ocean fishes in general and that wasn't helpful at all
If I had any questions not easily answered with course resources I used the internet. No
library resources were utilized.
COMM340- Thank goodness for Megan Watson! This course had the most informative and helpful
J01
explanation/orientation to library resources of any class I have taken (I have been
through multiple orientations, and they all sucked in terms of relevance and
practicality)
CT120-J01
I went to check out the textbook. And they told me I can only check it out for a MAX of
3 Hours. How is that even possible when the class itself is 4 hours long. Also the class is
located downtown So I was not about to drive from my home on Douglas to the
university than back downtown. Than back out to the University after class just to
return the book.
DESL102The UAS library has zero books for ANY of the Diesel program classes which is
J01
frustrating.
DESL131Didn't even seem to have the course book at the library...
J01
ED593-J15 The best resource was tlingitlangauge.com, the instructors website. I did hear of library
resources, and don't want to diminish them, but just didn't have time to take advantage
of them.
ENGL226The library and online resources like JSTOR were VERY helpful for my second essay!
J01
ENGL226Our Librarians Rock!
J01
ENGL226I appreciated that we got a lesson on how to access the library resources
J01
ENGL261The three texts that were used had small print, one was quite excessively small for me. I
TD1
have vision problems and had to use an electronic document reader and large monitor.
An electronic version of the texts would have been very useful. I would have been able
to use an iPad rather than set up cameras and computers. It would have allowed me to
complete the reading assignments with the same ease as other students who do not
suffer from vision issues.
ENGL311I utilized the UAS library to research sources for the lit journalism paper assignment for
JD1
this class.
ENGL363It may be helpful to have more copies of the books available at the library, that can be
J01
borrow for 2-3 days at a time, that way the students who would prefer not to buy a
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HIM135TD1
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PSY250KD1
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WELD120J01
WELD120T81

new copy, would be able to get by with the copies available at the library. The 5hr (I
can't remember the exact hour limit) reading time that the books that are shelved as
part of a UAS course, are permitted to be borrowed for felt constraining for the times
that I did borrow a book.
thank whoever you see as a divinity, that there is a library and librarians and
technicians! It and they are a marvel!
I was happy the library loans dongles so I was able to project from my laptop to the
video screen for my final presentation.
Jonas from the Egan library had a presentation about finding creditable sources, which I
found to be really helpful when doing the final paper.
the book was very informative, there also was a ebook, I did have a little harder time on
that with my PHONE than I hoped BUT it was available so when I was at work I still
could read on my break times, or gone from home when out helping/visiting friends
and family.
Overall great staff and readily available resources.
Yes, I borrowed a lot of books from the library. Books are helpful guidelines for me.
I was very glad to recieve help from the librarian, on how to use the computer, to
access material.
Amazing that the university offers these search engines for the students.
I love that I did not have to spend a large amount of money on a textbook that I would
only use for one semester. Professor Jill made sure every student could check out the
textbook from the library for the whole semester. It helped me tons. Also I think it is
great that the Egan Library lets students check out calculators. It is something that I
cannot afford as well as textbooks which was a great relief!
All the staff is great and always available.
used the three hour textbook checkout, and a loaned graphing calculator.
I feel like I could get another tutorial on how to research Ebsco host scholarly journals
to strenghen my literature review. Sometimes it is helpful for the professors to remind
us how meaningful this can be throughout the PADM coursework.
Thanks for teaching about article research!
The library has a lot of books that could relate to the topic that I searched about
throughout the semester.
The Circulation Desk copy of course textbook was useful
I found that the resources available were limited. I often had to go to other sites to find
enough relevant and accessible peer reviewed articles to complete my work.
I was grateful for the textbooks they had on hold
Hay-Jahans told us which books we should check out if we wanted to look further into a
given topic, and knew whether or not they were in the library.
didnt need any resources, Ramsay provided everything that was needed for the course.
this class doenst really need the libradry

WRTG111J02
WRTG111J02
WRTG111J04

WRTG111J03
WRTG111TD1
WRTG111TD2
WRTG111TD3
WRTG211J02

I used only JSTOR, but the class which was held by one of the research experts (I think it
was woman, who works at the library) was very helpful.
Didn't have the books I was looking for to use in my final research essay.
we were told Wikipedia is an unreliable source but during the news week assembly the
guy said and Harvard that Wikipedia is the most accurate encyclopedia there is. In order
to edit pages on Wikipedia you have to be approved by Wikipedia with credentials. So it
doesn't make sense saying one with and the teachers at "more prestigious" schools are
saying the opposite.
It was nice to learn how to navigate the site, but not really used by myself this semester
for the class.
Dr. Trafton encouraged the students to utilize the UAS library services.
After I figure out how to use the online library it was very useful. The online librarian
was also very helpful in guiding my research.
At a glance, the UAS online library can seem slightly confusing. I appreciated that the
library staff was available and willing to help assist me in a timely manner.
Megan came in and gave a presentation on library resources that was extremely helpful
for research.

